HONGKONG—MACAO
not mind', lie told us, 6if I seem a little stupid sometimes.
You see, they struck me very often upon the head.9 Like
all these amazingly tough Chinese revolutionaries, he
gives one the impression of being gentle, nervous, and
soft.
While we were talking, in burst a spring vision—Agnes
Smedley, in a light, girlish dress. She was triumphant and
gay. Her manuscript has turned up after all, most mys-
teriously, in New York; and the new Red Army book will
soon be published in England, Russia, and the States. She
seemed delighted to see us back and invited us to come
and see her at her new room. (She has moved from the
'Moscow-Heaven Axis', for Bishop Roots has already left
Hankow.) She is now living in the Chang Gai—the same
street as the Eighth Route Army Headquarters. 'But the
coolies around there call it Pa Lu Gai—"Eighth Route
Street". When you take a rickshaw don't ask for Chang
Gai. Just say "Pa Lu Gai", and see if they understand. I
want to find out if it's known all over the town.' We
promised that we would.
In the afternoon we drove out with the Ambassador,
Lady Kerr, and a professor named Kuo, to visit the Wu-
han University. It is on the south side of the river, near
Wuchang. The university buildings are quite new: they
were started in 1931. Their neo-Chinese style of architec-
ture brilliantly combines the old horned roofs with the
massive brutality of blank concrete. From the distance
the huge central block, with its rows of little windows,
standing magnificently in a wild hilly park beside a big
lake, reminds you of pictures of Lhasa. Actually this effect
of size is achieved by a clever architectural fake—what
appear to be the tops of great square towers are, in
reality, comparatively small buildings set upon the crest
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